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Yale vs Harvard, 6-2

Crimson Coach Praises Engineer Team: Forster, Gell.

The M. L. T. varsity lacrosse team scored before a novel occasion Crimson team last Wednesday afternoon at Harvard University. Harvard scored on a short of a 1 0 0 and 9 of a 7 0 . De- 
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Sent to 200, 150's Expect to Win –Merry-Go- Round
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FROST LOSE LAWRENCE

Technology's unruly varsity crew will be put to the test this Saturday when they will challenge the Yale crew in a meet at Coxe Cage. Both teams will be matched against Cornell and Yale respectively in another important meet Brown and Nichols. Besides being outweighed, the Tech crew has had to practice under adverse weather conditions, especially during the past week, when a strong cold front up the Charles hindered the oarsmen considerably. Coach Bill Haines has not had much to say about the race, but last night said, "I don't think we shall give them a good race."

The race will be the first in varsity competition for many of the Tech crew, though most of them had some experience on the Junior varsity last year. At Meidow, stroke, was out all of last year due to a broken arm, but is one of the mainstays of this year's boat. Charles Hoar and George Brown both entered Hoar was bow man in last year's boat, while Captain John Woodley, stroke, is in his last year of college and last year's JV's and later stroked the varsity to their first win in a number of years. Both Ed Lounsmire and William Nichols and George Wood, John Newelvin, and Harkins were are considered to be out of "Students 'reporting 'out of uniform
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